CATCH IT IF YOU CAN
introduction
Disease can spread through a community in many different
ways. A disease can be spread by both direct and indirect
contact or transmitted by a disease vector/vehicle such as an
animal or insect (e.g. Zika virus, malaria) or food. A disease can
also be airborne. Epidemics can either spread from a singular
location to all who encounter it, such as by a contaminated
water pump or from person to person. The first is known as a
common source epidemic (such as contaminated food) and
the latter as a propagated epidemic (such as the common cold
or Ebola virus). Epidemiologists study how and why diseases
spread, attempting to trace the diffusion and initial infection
point of a disease. This helps to contain diseases and prevent
future outbreaks.
Propagated epidemics are infectious and have the potential
to spread more rapidly in a densely populated area – the more
people there are, the more likely it is that an infected individual
will come into contact with others, thus passing the contagion.
(In other words, the impact on a population of a propagated
epidemic is density dependent.) Poor hygiene and waste
disposal systems, often associated with less developed areas,
worsen the problem.
One of the most recent propagated epidemics was the Ebola
Virus outbreak that occurred in West Africa in 2014-2016.
Ebola symptoms range from fever, vomiting, and diarrhea, to
more severe symptoms like loss of kidney and liver function
and internal bleeding. The fatality rate is about 50 percent.1
The disease is spread from person to person through bodily
fluids or contact with an infected surface. While the Ebola virus
had existed before, this was the most devastating outbreak of
the disease since it was discovered in 1976. In fact, there were
more cases and deaths in this most recent outbreak than in
all the others combined.2 A combination of factors, including
limited public health services, cultural practices, and infection in
densely population city centers contributed to the rapid spread
of disease. Though the outbreak has been contained, it serves
as a good case study of the ability of epidemics to spread rapidly
under certain conditions.
Vocabulary: common source epidemic, density dependent,
disease vector, epidemiologist, propagated epidemic
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concept
Infectious diseases spread quickly through a
population, especially if the area has a limited
public health system.
objectives
Students will be able to:
• Model the spread of a “disease” and trace it
through a population.
• Classify a disease as a common source or a
propagated epidemic.
• Graph and analyze data on the Ebola virus
outbreak in Sierra Leone.
• Describe how population density and
economic factors can contribute to the
spread of disease.
subjects
Biology, Environmental Science (General
and AP), AP Human Geography, Geography,
Algebra, Health
skills
Lab preparation, deductive reasoning,
graphing and analyzing data, interpreting line
graphs
method
Students mimic the spread of disease by
exchanging liquids in test tubes and then
graph and analyze data from the Ebola
outbreak in Sierra Leone in 2014-2016.

materials
Part 1
• Lab goggles and gloves
• Test tubes
• Plastic pipets
• Water
• Household ammonia
• Phenolphthalein solution (pH indicator)
• Student Worksheet
Part 2
• None

Part 1: Disease Detectives
procedure
1. Before class:
a. Pour a small amount of water into all but one of the test tubes. (Prepare enough test tubes so that each
student has one.)
Note: You may want to prepare a few extra test tubes for demonstration purposes or in case some get
spilled during the activity.
b. Into the remaining test tube, pour the same amount of ammonia. It should appear to be the same as all of
the other tubes.
2. Explain to students that they will be mimicking the spread of a disease among their class population.
3. Distribute the Student Worksheet and tell students that they should follow along and record information on
their Worksheet as the simulation progresses.
4. Provide each student with lab goggles and gloves*, a prepared test tube and a pipet, and let them know one of
the tubes is “infected” with the “disease.” You may also want to point out that all of their tubes look the same.
In other words, this “disease” is asymptomatic. Through analysis of the disease diffusion around the class, they
will be trying to determine the initial infection point – which tube was the original source of the infection. Have
students answer Question #1 on the Worksheet.
*CAUTION: Ammonia and phenolphthalein can irritate the eyes and skin. Alert students to avoid spilling and
warn them to NEVER drink what is in the test tube.
5. Wearing their goggles and gloves, direct students to use their pipets to exchange liquid from their tubes with
one other person. This represents contact between two individuals. During an exchange, one student should
use the pipet to put half of the liquid in his/her tube into a classmate’s test tube. That person should then use
the pipet to put the same amount back into the first person’s test tube.
6. Have students record on their Worksheet the name of the student with whom they exchanged liquid.
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7. Repeat this process twice, having all students exchange with a new partner each time and recording with
whom they “came in contact” on their Worksheet (Question #2).
8. Have each student add a few drops of the phenolphthalein indicator solution to his or her test tube. If the
liquid remains clear, this student has not been infected. If it turns pink, the student has the disease.
9. Infected students should write their names on the board, underline them, and write, in order, the names of the
three people with whom they exchanged liquids. Have students answer Question #3 on their Worksheet.
10. Divide students into small groups of three or four. By examining the data on the board and using deductive
reasoning, the groups should try to identify patient zero (the person who originally was contaminated) and
record their answer on their Worksheet.
Note: You may want to mention to students that the best they will be able to do is narrow down to patient
zero and patient zero’s partner. In reality, we often do not know who patient zero is.

discussion questions
1. What did the following represent in our simulation:
Test tube?		
Ammonia?		
Liquid in tube? 		
Mixing liquids? 		
Clear indication?
Pink indication?

Human body
Disease
Bodily fluids
Coming in contact with an infected person
Uninfected person
Infected person

2. Was the disease in this activity a common source or propagated epidemic? How do you know?
This was a propagated epidemic because it was spread from person to person, rather than from a central source.
3. The spread of disease in our simulation was very rapid. Many people were infected in a few minutes. In real life,
infections usually do not spread as rapidly. Why is the spread of infection slower in reality?
Even with contact, you may not always transmit enough germs to start an infection every time. Also, if a person has
contracted a pathogen in the past, their body will have an immunity to that particular pathogen and they may not
become infected. Good hygiene, like hand washing, can also reduce the likelihood that a person will get sick after
contact with an infected person.
4. The disease in this simulation was asymptomatic. All tubes looked the same throughout the activity and we
couldn’t tell who was infected (no one showed “symptoms” until the very end). What diseases might be similar
to this?
Any disease with a long incubation period (the time required for an infected person to show symptoms) could be
represented by this simulation. An example is HIV. A person with HIV is capable of spreading the disease long before
symptoms appear.
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5. People often get sick after flying on an airplane. Why do you think this is true?
An airplane holds many people in a small space, so there is a high likelihood that an infected person will interact with
many others. There is also a high likelihood that healthy people will interact with infected surfaces like the seat railings
or the doorknob to the restroom, thus further spreading the disease.
6. Would infection spread faster or slower in areas that are densely populated? Why?
In general, infection spreads faster in more crowded places because people tend to come in contact with others more
often. In addition, infrastructure like sanitation may suffer in extremely densely populated areas, increasing the
chances of contagion.

Part 2: The Spread of the Ebola Virus in Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone was one of the three hardest hit countries in the West African Ebola outbreak in 2014-2016. The
other two most impacted countries were Guinea and Liberia and all three experienced devastating loss of life
during the two-year epidemic. While scientists aren’t completely certain of the source of the Ebola outbreak, they
believe it was caused by a two-year old boy who was playing near a nest of infected bats in his village in Meliandou,
Guinea. Many diseases emerge from animals. As population grows, people come into more frequent contact with
natural ecosystems and the likelihood for animal-to-human disease transmission grows.

procedure
1. Display a world map and have students locate Sierra Leone. Explain to students that beginning in 2014, there
was an outbreak of the Ebola virus in Sierra Leone which killed nearly 4,000 people over a two-year period.
2. Using the data on their Worksheets, have students graph the transmission of the Ebola virus in Sierra Leone.
Answer to Student Worksheet
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discussion questions
1. Why does the graph level off at the end? What does this represent?
The leveling off of the graph represents no new cases being reported. This means that disease has been contained and
is no longer rapidly spreading. According to the World Health Organization, Sierra Leone was declared “Ebola free” on
November 7, 2015. This means that no new cases were reported for 42 days.
2. What factors might help contain on outbreak and cause the leveling off to occur?
Answers may include: knowledge of doctors and the public about how to prevent the spread of disease, a strong system
for quarantining infected people so that they don’t infect others, doctors who are trained in how to care for patients
and who have equipment to protect themselves from infection, a vaccine being created, etc.
3. What kind of growth does the beginning of your graph represent? Why does this make sense?
The beginning of the graph shows a sharp increase, representing exponential growth. This makes sense because the
number of infected people, the “base” of the growth, was continually growing.
4. Past outbreaks of Ebola have been seen mostly in rural areas in equatorial Africa. However in the West African
outbreak, the capital cities of Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia were epicenters of transmission. How do you
think this impacted the spread of the disease?
The disease spread much more rapidly than in past outbreaks, in part because it reached dense urban centers where
there was more contact between infected and healthy people.
5. Once people contract a virus, their body builds up an immunity, preventing them from becoming infected again
in the future. The Ebola virus had never existed in West Africa before the outbreak began in 2014. How might
this have impacted the spread of the disease?
No one in the area had an immunity to the disease, so everyone who was infected became sick. However, once the
disease had been around for some time, those who survived the infection were able to care for the sick without
becoming ill again. Eventually, this fact helped to contain the spread of the disease.
6. There were 11 cases of the Ebola virus confirmed in the United States, but the virus was quickly contained.
Why do you think transmission of the disease never escalated in the U.S.?
In the U.S., we have a very robust health care system. The infected people were quarantined in sterile facilities and
health workers were trained in how to care for these patients without exposing themselves to infection.
7. What social and economic factors in West Africa do you think might have allowed the Ebola virus to spread so
rapidly?
All three hardest hit countries are very poor and have minimal public health infrastructure – fewer doctors, nurses, and
hospital beds and less access to medical equipment. Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea have a ratio of 1-2 doctors per
100,000 people as compared to the U.S. ratio of 250 doctors to every 100,000 people.3 In addition, all three countries
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had recently emerged from civil war leaving not only their health system in shambles, but also their communication
and transportation systems. This made it hard to report cases, communicate about prevention, and transport infected
people to hospitals. The cultural practice of personally caring for the ill and burying the dead were also big factors in
the rapid spread of the disease.

assessment
Using their knowledge of how the Ebola virus spread in Sierra Leone, students list two limitations to the model
that was used in Part 1 to show how disease spreads (e.g. the simulation doesn’t account for immunity, there were
no “symptoms” indicating that someone had the disease, everyone was required to interact with three people,
etc.).

follow-up activities
1. Repeat the simulation but this time, have students add the phenolphthalein indicator between each round.
This will make infected students appear “symptomatic.” Discuss how the simulation changes once the disease is
visible.
2. Students research the Zika outbreak of 2015-2016. They should determine:
• Was the Zika outbreak a common source epidemic or a propagated epidemic?
• What are the similarities and differences between the two viruses in terms of transmission, symptoms, and
impact?
• What are the similarities and differences between the two epidemics in terms of how cultural and economic
factors impacted the spread of disease?
3. Introduce students to the Epidemiologic Triangle,
a model that scientists use to understand the spread
of infectious disease. The Triangle is made up of three
parts: the agent, the host, and the environment.
Epidemiologists attempt to break one side of the
triangle in order to stop the spread of disease.

Host

Vector

Agent

1,2

Environment

World Health Organization. (2018). Fact sheet: Ebola virus disease. Retrieved from http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs103/en/

World Bank. (2014). Physicians (per 1,000 people). [data set] Retrieved from https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SH.MED.PHYS.ZS?end=2014&name_
desc=true&start=2013
3
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CATCH IT IF YOU CAN | student worksheet
Name: 										 Date: 			

Part 1: Disease Detectives
1. How many students do you think will be infected at the end of this simulation?

2. Record the names of the three people you exchanged liquid with.
1.
2.
3.
3. How many students in your class population were infected? 							
4. Using the data on the board, work in your small group to determine who you think patient zero was for this
disease. Use the space below to show your work:
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Part 2: The Spread of Ebola in Sierra Leone
1. Use the following data to graph the spread of the Ebola Virus from March 2014 through February 2016.
WHO report date

WHO report date

Total Cases, Sierra Leone

Total Cases, Sierra Leone

3/1/2014

0

4/1/2015

11,974

4/1/2014

0

5/6/2015

12,440

6/2/2014

50

6/3/2015

12,827

7/2/2014

239

7/1/2015

13,119

8/3/2014

574

8/5/2015

13,406

9/6/2014

1,261

9/3/2015

13,609

10/1/2014

2,304

10/1/2015

13,911

11/5/2014

4,759

11/5/2015

14,089

12/3/2014

7,312

12/2/2015

14,122

1/7/2015

9,780

1/6/2016

14,122

2/4/2015

10,740

2/3/2016

14,124

3/4/2015

11,466

Source: WHO

Number of Cases

Ebola Cases, March 2014-February 2016

Date
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